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Dear Mr Milward

Burnley Local Plan 2017-2032

I have been approached by many residents and several groups based in Daneshouse and Stoneyholme ward to
submit their objection to the proposed location of the site for the Travelling communities. They wish for me to
make it clear that:

1. They are not demonstrating NIMBYISM.

2. They believe that provision of such a site is a necessary, progressive and welcome step.

3. Their objections are based on sound practical reasons. Furthermore, the location of the site will do more
harm to the well-being of the residents, particularly of the Stoneyholme Primary School community.

4. The proposed site will be equally harmful to the Traveller communities for the following reasons:

i)  It is a cul-de-sac site, making an increase in traffic significant on the patch of Oswald street
between Brougham street and the proposed development.

ii)  There is an increase in potential harm, particularly at school drop off and pick up times when
there is an increase in congestion because this will cause more stress to the communities ie pupils, parents,
teachers and other staff going to and coming from the school.

iii)  The increase in traffic will also put the Traveller communities at risk.

A.      LOGISITICAL DIFFICULTIES

1. Oswald street is a single track road.

2. It is a cul-de-sac area.

3. A gas holder was situated there for decades and contaminated the land.

4. There is a significant cost to decontaminating the site.

5. Whoever develops the site will have to do so at huge cost.

i.  Strengthening the road

ii.  Decontaminating the site

6. From the Traveller communities’ perspective, this could be perceived as the council being offensive by
offering a sugar coated bitter pill with this proposed site.

7. The council is getting itself in a lose lose situation. Their lack of sound planning has upset and distressed
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the Stoneyholme community and if there is no developer prepared to come forward to initiate the project, the
Traveller community will feel similarly upset and distressed.

8.       The following quote is from p111 of the Local Plan:

2) The site lies outwith the Green Belt, east of the M65 and proposed employment uses (EMP1/14). Appropriate
screening and boundary treatments will be required. Lancashire County Council highway engineers have
expressed concerns in response to previous planning applications on Oswald Street about the additional traffic
generated at the junction onto Brougham Street, and advise that this and Daneshouse Road have safety issues
and problems with ‘rat running’ traffic.

In my view, based on the above information, I do not believe this aspect of the Local Plan is sound from a
planning perspective.

 



Based on the community concerns for child safety, the concerns of LCC engineers 
, it would seem there is no logical basis

to suggest the Oswald street area is a sound proposal from a planning perspective. It is on the basis of the above
information I would urge you to reconsider this aspect of the Local Plan and agree with me it is not a sound
plan.

Yours sincerely,

Sobia Malik

County Councillor

Burnley Central East Division.

Join our team and make a difference in Lancashire with a career in Children's Services - apply
now<http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/jobs-employment-and-volunteering/careers-in-childrens-social-care.aspx>.
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It may be confidential and may be the subject of legal and/or professional privilege.
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